Imagine that you are trying to decide what you think about a newly proposed social policy. You ask several of your coworkers for their thoughts, and each one mentions their support for the policy. Although you were not sure what to think before, you have now heard the same information repeated several times: There appears to be a consensus that the policy is a positive change. But now imagine that you discover that your colleagues received their information from the same source (i.e., a single coworker) instead of reaching their conclusions independently. Would you be less likely to take their stance seriously?

In theory, at least, consensus is a strong cue to a claim's trustworthiness: If many sources all report the same story, it is reasonable to assume it is likely to be true. Indeed, a large literature has demonstrated that adults, children, and diverse species of animals are highly sensitive to consensus (e.g., Asch, 1956; Corriveau & Harris, 2010; Kundey et al., 2012). But is every consensus equally informative? Although in the above example there was clearly a consensus about the policy (in that multiple sources appeared to support it), it does not seem to be a very good consensus. Indeed, this consensus is illusory, as there is ultimately only a single source of information. Do individuals distinguish between different types of consensus, or do they take any form of agreement at face value?

The Consequences of Consensus

Classic work on conformity suggests that people may overrely on apparent consensus—even when that consensus is obviously wrong (Asch, 1956)—and expect consensus to align with their own beliefs (Ross, Greene, & House, 1977). This sensitivity to consensus emerges early in life, with children as young as 3 years old often...
aligning themselves with the majority when there is disagreement (Corriveau, Fusaro, & Harris, 2009; Corriveau & Harris, 2010; Fusaro & Harris, 2008). More recent work has investigated how and under what conditions children are susceptible to consensus (Burgett et al., 2016; Hu, Buchsbaum, Griffiths, & Xu, 2013; Hu, Whalen, Buchsbaum, Griffiths, & Xu, 2015). Yet little work has examined sensitivity to the quality of consensus, even though this seems directly relevant to a wide range of psychological and sociological questions (but see Einav, 2014, 2018). Consensus is critical not only as we decide which rumors to take seriously but also as we interpret academic articles, news sources, and virtually any kind of information for which there can be a consensus at all. Therefore, to understand how people come to believe (and defend) erroneous information, we must first understand how they reason about consensus.

Outside the realm of cognitive science, one study has shed light on a timely example of false consensus (and its consequences). This study focused on the sociology of climate-change denial in order to better understand the gap between scientific consensus and public opinion. Notably, more than 80% of the studied climate-change-denying blogs relied on a single primary source (an individual who, despite having never conducted any relevant research, claims to be an expert on polar bears; Harvey et al., 2018). The assertions of that one individual have nevertheless been disseminated across numerous blogs. There is obvious agreement among these blogs, and many people seem to interpret that consensus as proof that this individual’s assertions are true. Yet this is a clear instance of false consensus.

One may hope that readers of these blogs take note of false consensus when they see it and properly discount the validity of information that is merely repeated. Alternatively, individuals may take repeated information just as seriously as information coming from different primary sources (e.g., the independent conclusions of many scientists that climate change is real). Might our sociological intuitions—like our scientific ones (Shtulman, 2017)—sometimes misguide us?

Here, we tested whether individuals do in fact distinguish between true and false consensus. We found that whereas individuals are sensitive to consensus (i.e., they are more likely to believe information corroborated by multiple sources), they fail to distinguish between true and false consensus, believing both equally. We then assessed whether individuals are sensitive to this difference when secondary sources are explicitly nonexperts (and could not have made any attempt to independently verify information). We also investigated whether there are any conditions under which people discount false consensus—and whether false-consensus errors can be explained by an explicit belief that a false consensus is just as valuable as a true consensus. Finally, we confirmed that these results are not due to a simple source-counting heuristic by showing that people correctly discount false consensus for information that can be directly perceived (e.g., witnessing an event). Data, materials, and preregistration information for all the experiments reported here can be found on the Open Science Framework (OSF) at https://osf.io/g9yrc.

**Experiment 1: Assessing False Consensus**

We first gauged sensitivity to the quality of consensus by showing participants fake news articles and measuring their confidence in the arguments presented. To manipulate consensus, we varied the number of secondary sources that took a particular side in a debate and the number of primary sources those secondary sources cited. (Note that consensus, as used here, means general agreement among some people rather than unanimous agreement.)

**Method**

**Participants.** Two hundred forty adult participants completed a survey online through Amazon Mechanical Turk (data from 22 additional participants who failed an attention check were discarded: 10 in the true-consensus condition, 4 in the false-consensus condition, 8 in the no-consensus condition; see the Procedure section). The sample size was chosen on the basis of independent pilot data and was preregistered. All participants lived in the United States.

**Stimuli.** Materials consisted of five fake news articles about the Japanese economy. Four of the articles took a positive stance (Japan's economy will continue to improve), and one took a negative stance (Japan's economy will not continue to improve). Participants were explicitly told that any markers of the articles' origins (as well as ads, etc.) had been removed to minimize distractions. All articles cited a single primary source (the name of an expert). To further emphasize the source, the expert's name was formatted to resemble a hyperlink (i.e., was written in blue underlined text; see https://osf.io/g9yrc for screenshots of the articles).

**Procedure.** Eighty participants were randomly assigned to three conditions: a true-consensus condition, a no-consensus condition, and a false-consensus condition. In the true-consensus condition, participants read all five articles (four positive, one negative). Because each article cited a unique primary source, participants heard from five primary sources. Participants in the false-consensus condition also read all five articles, except that the four positive articles all cited the same primary source. Thus, participants heard from only
two primary sources overall (one taking a positive stance and one taking a negative stance). In the baseline no-consensus condition, participants read only two articles: the one negative article and one positive article randomly drawn from the four available positive articles. In this condition, then, participants heard from two primary sources (as in the false-consensus condition, one took a positive stance and one took a negative stance).

We expected that participants’ confidence ratings would be significantly higher in the true-consensus condition than in the no-consensus condition. Therefore, the critical question was where confidence ratings in the false-consensus condition would fall. If people tracked only the number of primary sources, then confidence ratings in the false-consensus condition should be identical to those in the no-consensus condition, because in both, only a single primary source was cited on each side of the debate. On the other hand, if people’s estimations of consensus relied only on the number of secondary sources, then confidence ratings in the false-consensus condition should be identical to those in the true-consensus condition, because both included four positive articles and one negative article.

Across all conditions, the exact same information was presented in each article; all that varied (other than superficial changes in the language) was the number of unique primary sources cited across the articles. The articles were presented in a randomized order, one at a time, to each participant. Participants had an unlimited amount of time to read each article before continuing.

After reading the articles, participants read the following prompt, presented in plain text at the top of the screen: “Based on the arguments you saw, to what extent do you agree that the economy in question will continue to improve? Please rate your agreement on the scale below from 0 (strongly disagree) to 100 (strongly agree).” Participants responded by clicking on a number line to indicate their confidence that the economy would improve and were prompted to confirm their answer before submitting it. On a separate screen, participants were then asked two questions. First, they saw a list of 10 sources and were asked to indicate which had been cited in the articles they read (there were no limits on the number of sources participants could select). Next, they saw a list of five nations and were asked to identify which one the articles had been about. Participants who answered incorrectly were excluded and replaced. No other information was collected.

**Results**

First, we assessed whether participants were tracking the individual sources. We used a $d'$ analysis to determine whether participants correctly identified the sources they had seen and avoided sources they had not. In each condition, participants identified the correct primary sources at above-chance levels—true consensus: $d' = 1.16$, $t(79) = 8.63$, $p < .001$, $d = 0.97$; no consensus: $d' = 1.37$, $t(79) = 12.27$, $p < .001$, $d = 1.37$; false consensus: $d' = 2.20$, $t(79) = 14.21$, $p < .001$, $d = 1.60$. (For hit or false alarm rates of 0% or 100%, we used values of 5% and 95% instead. Modifying these values to be as conservative as possible did not change the results.) Thus, subsequent effects cannot be explained by failures to attend to (or remember) the sources in the first place.

The primary results of this experiment are shown in Figure 1. We first assessed whether consensus increased participants’ confidence. Indeed, participants in the true-consensus condition were 15 points more confident (on a 100-point scale) than participants in the no-consensus condition, $t(158) = 4.71$, $p < .001$, $d = 0.74$, Bonferroni corrected. But did participants discount the value of consensus in the false-consensus condition? First, we assessed whether confidence ratings in the true-consensus condition differed from those in the false-consensus condition. The two were separated by only 2 points on a 100-point scale, and this difference was not significant, $t(158) = 0.69$, $p > .50$, $d = 0.12$, Bonferroni corrected. Additionally, we tested whether confidence in the false-consensus condition was greater than in the no-consensus condition. Indeed, participants were more confident in the false-consensus condition than in the no-consensus condition, amounting to a 13-point difference in confidence, or about a 23% increase, $t(158) = 4.02$, $p < .001$, $d = 0.61$, Bonferroni corrected.

In principle, this effect could have been driven by participants who failed to notice there was a repeated source in the false-consensus condition. But in fact, participants across all conditions were quite good at identifying which sources they had encountered. Furthermore, average confidence ratings in the true- and false-consensus conditions did not differ from one another. If the similarity of the true- and false-consensus conditions was driven by only a few participants, one might expect this difference to be more pronounced. To test this empirically, we removed participants whose $d'$ scores were not higher than zero (i.e., participants who were particularly poor at identifying the sources they had heard from). Doing so actually made the effect even greater (likely because of the removal of extreme scores and noise): The difference between false consensus and no consensus increased to 16 points (amounting to more than a 30% increase in confidence). In practice, we tested many different criteria for inclusion. Even when we took the most extreme criteria—including only participants who identified every single source correctly and no sources incorrectly—the pattern remained the same: Confidence ratings for both the
true-consensus and false-consensus conditions were greater than those in the no-consensus condition ($p < .05$) but no different from each other ($p = .62$).

**Discussion**

The results of Experiment 1 suggest that individuals are not sensitive to any difference between true and false consensus; however, there may be a rational explanation for the results. When reading news articles, it is possible that individuals assume that news sources possess some amount of journalistic integrity, evaluating their sources before citing them. Thus, if many journalists all talk to one source, individuals might assume that this source is highly qualified.

**Experiment 2: Minimizing Expertise**

We next assessed sensitivity to consensus in a case in which participants were unlikely to make assumptions about the knowledge and expertise of the secondary sources. Participants read fake student essays rather than news articles. Prior to reading the articles, participants were told explicitly (in bold letters and at the center of the screen) that the students had been specifically instructed to cite their sources in order to make their arguments. Unlike the sources in the previous experiment, the primary sources in this experiment were the names of actual economic foundations. As before, four articles took a positive stance (the tax policy should be approved), and one article took a negative stance (the tax policy should not be approved). Participants read either all of the articles (true- and false-consensus conditions) or only one.

**Method**

All elements of the experimental design were identical to those of Experiment 1, except as stated below. Two hundred forty new participants completed the survey online through Amazon Mechanical Turk (data from 59 additional participants who failed a simple attention check were discarded: 22 in the true-consensus condition, 16 in the false-consensus condition, 21 in the no-consensus condition). This sample size was chosen to be identical to that in the previous experiment. This experiment was also preregistered.
article on each side (no-consensus condition). To equate the information participants received across conditions, we designed the positive articles to contain six relevant facts. Each of the articles made reference to these facts (albeit in a different order and using slightly different language) and provided no other information. This ensured that any difference between the false-consensus and no-consensus conditions was not due to a difference in information.

**Results**

Again, we asked whether participants were tracking the individual sources cited in the essays. The results of our $d'$ analysis suggest that participants were closely tracking sources. In each condition, participants identified the correct primary sources at above-chance levels—true consensus: $d' = 1.96$, $t(79) = 16.20$, $p < .001$, $d = 1.81$; no consensus: $d' = 1.92$, $t(72) = 10.41$, $p < .001$, $d = 1.16$; false consensus: $d' = 2.05$, $t(79) = 12.36$, $p < .001$, $d = 1.38$.

The primary results of this experiment are shown in Figure 2. Analyses confirmed what is evident from the figure. Consensus increased participants' confidence in the information they read, with participants in the true-consensus condition 12 points more confident (on a 100-point scale) than participants in the no-consensus condition, $t(158) = 3.67$, $p < .001$, $d = 0.55$, Bonferroni corrected. However, the mean ratings in the true-consensus and false-consensus conditions were separated by only 1 point on a 100-point scale, and this difference was not significant, $t(158) = 0.33$, $p > .90$, $d = 0.06$, Bonferroni corrected. Participants were also more confident in the false-consensus condition than in the no-consensus condition, amounting to an 11-point difference in confidence, $t(158) = 3.34$, $p = .003$, $d = 0.50$, Bonferroni corrected.

We again tested whether these results could be driven by a subset of the participants who did not attend to source information. After removing participants with $d'$ scores less than or equal to zero, the difference between the true-consensus and no-consensus conditions was still 11 points, and the difference between the false-consensus and no-consensus conditions was still 9 points.

**Discussion**

Experiment 2 provided converging evidence that individuals do not properly discount information that is merely repeated. Notably, confidence ratings were higher overall than those in Experiment 1. This is likely due to a difference in the stimuli; in this experiment, we may have inadvertently made the positive side of the debate more persuasive. Importantly, however, the key contrast here is the relative difference between the true-consensus and no-consensus conditions.

**Experiment 3: Highlighting Sources**

How robust is this illusion of consensus? In the first two experiments, we showed that participants' failure to distinguish between true and false consensus could not be explained by a failure to notice or remember different sources in the first place. However, participants were probed about sources after making their confidence judgments. Would individuals differentiate true and false consensus if explicitly probed about sources before making a confidence judgment?

**Method**

All elements of the experimental design were identical to those of Experiment 1, except that participants made their confidence judgments after being asked to identify the sources they had heard from. Two hundred forty new participants were recruited through Amazon Mechanical Turk (data from 15 additional participants who failed an attention check were discarded: 5 in the true-consensus condition, 2 in the false-consensus condition, 8 in the no-consensus condition). This sample size was chosen to be identical to those in the previous experiments. This experiment was also preregistered.
Results

Again, we found that participants were attending to the primary sources. In each condition, participants identified the correct primary sources at above-chance levels—true consensus: \( d^' = 1.90, t(79) = 14.76, p < .001, d = 1.65 \); no consensus: \( d^' = 1.31, t(79) = 10.78, p < .001, d = 1.21 \); false consensus: \( d^' = 2.24, t(79) = 16.64, p < .001, d = 1.86 \).

Consensus did increase participants' confidence in the information they read: Participants in the true-consensus condition were 14 points more confident (on a 100-point scale) than participants in the no-consensus condition, \( t(158) = 4.19, p < .001, d = 0.61 \), Bonferroni corrected. Again, we also assessed whether confidence ratings in the true-consensus condition differed from those in the false-consensus condition. The two were separated by 3 points on a 100-point scale, and this difference was not significant, \( t(158) = 0.99, p > .50, d = 0.17 \), Bonferroni corrected. Participants were also more confident in the false-consensus condition than in the no-consensus condition, amounting to an 11-point difference, or about a 19% increase in confidence, \( t(158) = 3.20, p = .004, d = 0.51 \), Bonferroni corrected.

As in the previous experiments, we tested whether these effects could be driven by some subset of the participants who did not attend to source information. After removing participants with \( d^' \) scores less than or equal to zero, the effects were once again even stronger: The difference between the true-consensus and no-consensus conditions increased to 15 points, and the difference between the false-consensus and no-consensus conditions increased to 12 points.

However, in a separate analysis, we excluded the upper and lower quintiles of the distributions of confidence judgments in each condition (noting that many people seemed to respond with unusually extreme scores). The resulting sample told a slightly different story: Although confidence ratings in the false-consensus condition were still significantly higher than those in the no-consensus condition, \( t(94) = 5.70, p < .001, d = 1.04 \), Bonferroni corrected, they were lower than those in the true-consensus condition, \( t(94) = 2.84, p = .01, d = 0.79 \), Bonferroni corrected. Thus, participants may have partially discounted false consensus. The results after excluding the upper and lower quintiles of the distributions can be seen in Figure 3. (We tried many possible exclusion criteria for this analysis, and there is nothing special about the removal of quintiles. We chose this value because it seemed like a principled middle ground: We removed enough of the data to ensure that all extreme scores were removed but retained enough that our samples were still rather large and the data were clearly interpretable.)

We took several steps to ensure that the above analysis was valid and that its results were not spurious. First, we retroactively analyzed the data from Experiments 1 and 2 this way and found that in both cases, excluding participants in the same way produced results that were actually stronger (i.e., the differences between the no-consensus condition and the other two conditions grew, and the difference between the true- and false-consensus conditions shrank). Second, we ran a preregistered replication of this exact experiment including this additional analysis. The results were identical. The preregistration for this replication, as well as the full data from this experiment, can be found on the project’s OSF page (https://osf.io/g9yrc).

Discussion

Participants in this experiment were explicitly instructed (in bold type) to attend to each article’s sources and cued to reflect on these sources (by recalling them before making their confidence judgments). Despite these reminders, participants were still deceived by false consensus.

Experiment 4: Explicit Comparison

Across three experiments, we showed that failure to distinguish between true and false consensus cannot be explained by a failure to notice different sources. However, these results could stem either from an illusion of
consensus or from an explicit belief that a false consensus is valuable. Experiment 4 probed such explicit beliefs.

**Method**

All elements of the experimental design were identical to those of Experiment 1, except as noted below. Two hundred forty new participants were recruited through Amazon Mechanical Turk (data from 39 participants who failed an attention check were discarded: 23 in the true-consensus condition, 10 in the false-consensus condition, 6 in the no-consensus condition). This sample size was chosen to be identical to those in the previous experiments. This experiment was also preregistered.

Before completing the task, participants were asked to consider a hypothetical scenario in which they read several news articles. They were asked to contrast a case in which those news articles all cited unique primary sources to a case in which those news articles cited the same primary source. They were told, “The articles you read seem to mostly agree. Here’s the question: as you’re reading, you notice that each article cites its own unique primary source. Or, you notice that each article cites the same primary source.” They then had the option of indicating that the former was more believable, the latter was more believable, or that both were equally believable. Participants were reminded that there was no correct answer and that “we [were] just interested in what people think.”

**Results**

Overall, 50% of the participants believed that a true consensus was most believable, 16% believed that a false consensus was most believable, and 33% believed that both were equally believable. Critically, the preference for true consensus was significant ($p < .001$). There were no differences across the conditions.

We first analyzed the results of only participants who rated true consensus as more believable. Participants correctly identified primary sources at above-chance levels ($ps < .001$). Second, although confidence judgments in the true- and false-consensus conditions were greater than in the no-consensus condition—20 points: $t(75) = 4.37, p < .001, d = 1.05$; 14 points: $t(84) = 0.29, p = .004, d = 0.67$, respectively, Bonferroni corrected—the two conditions did not differ significantly from one another, $t(77) = 1.28, p > .40, d = 0.30$, Bonferroni corrected. The results were identical when data from all 80 participants were included, when we excluded sub-zero $d’$ scores, and when we excluded the upper and lower quintiles (per the analysis in Experiment 3). In short, participants still fell prey to an illusion of consensus, even after explicitly identifying this information as less believable.

**Discussion**

It appears that the failure to distinguish between true and false consensus cannot be explained by an explicit belief. Even though large numbers of participants indicated that true consensus was not superior to false consensus, the illusion of consensus was apparent even when we restricted our analyses to those participants who indicated the contrary: that true consensus was superior to false consensus. This finding makes the previous results all the more surprising: Individuals believe that a false consensus should be discounted yet fail to do so.

**Experiment 5: Bear Sighting**

What is the nature of the consensus illusion? Do people always attend solely to the number of primary sources? Or are they susceptible to an illusion of consensus only in domains that possess some degree of unknowability? In Experiment 5, we examined whether participants still fail to discount false consensus when they clearly should: when only one person directly perceived an event.

**Method**

All elements of the experimental design were identical to those of Experiment 1, except that the vignettes were fake news articles about a bear sighting on a local high school campus. The relevant sources were students at the school who claimed that a bear either was or was not present. Unlike in the other experiments, the claim in question (i.e., whether or not a bear was sighted) is very knowable in the sense that anyone could see a bear if one were present; no expertise would be required. This is different from the design of our other experiments, which required making inferences from data. Two hundred forty new participants were recruited through Amazon Mechanical Turk (data from 27 additional participants who failed an attention check were discarded: 15 in the true-consensus condition, 7 in the false-consensus condition, 5 in the no-consensus condition). This sample size was chosen to be identical to those in the previous experiments. This experiment was also preregistered.

**Results**

Again, we found that participants were attending to the primary sources. In each condition, participants identified
the correct primary sources at above-chance levels—true consensus: $\hat{d}' = 1.18, t(79) = 10.47, p < .001, d = 1.08$; no consensus: $\hat{d}' = 1.50, t(79) = 9.82, p < .001, d = 1.07$; false consensus: $\hat{d}' = 1.72, t(79) = 12.28, p < .001, d = 1.32$.

Consensus did increase participants’ confidence in the information they read: Participants in the true-consensus condition were 23 points more confident (on a 100-point scale) than participants in the no-consensus condition, $t(158) = 5.89, p < .001, d = 0.95$, Bonferroni corrected. Again, we also assessed whether confidence ratings in the true-consensus condition differed from those in the false-consensus condition. Note that here we did expect participants to appropriately discount false consensus because only one person saw the bear in the false-consensus condition. Indeed, that is exactly what we found: The two were separated by 19 points on a 100-point scale, $t(158) = 4.82, p < .001, d = 0.77$, Bonferroni corrected. Only 4 points separated participants in the false-consensus and no-consensus conditions, and there was no difference between the two, $t(158) = 1.07, p > .50, d = 0.17$, Bonferroni corrected.

However, following our procedure in Experiment 3 (and consistent with our preregistration for this experiment), we excluded the upper and lower quintiles of the distributions of confidence judgments in each condition. The resulting sample told a slightly different story: Although confidence ratings in the false-consensus condition were still significantly lower than those in the true-consensus condition, $t(94) = 7.77, p < .001, d = 1.72$, Bonferroni corrected, they were slightly higher than those in the no-consensus condition, $t(94) = 2.77, p = .019, d = 0.50$, Bonferroni corrected. Thus, participants still may not have fully discounted false consensus.

**Discussion**

Here, we tested whether people discount false consensus when testimony is based on a directly perceived event. Whereas people might not always fully discount false consensus, they do substantially discount it, which suggests that the illusion documented in the prior experiments does not stem merely from a source-counting heuristic. The phenomenon seems most robust for relatively unknowable information.

**General Discussion**

In Experiment 1, individuals were just as likely to believe information derived from a true consensus as from a false consensus. In Experiment 2, this effect persisted even when the expertise of the secondary sources was minimized; in Experiment 3, this effect persisted even when individuals were explicitly cued to attend to primary sources. Experiment 4 demonstrated that these findings cannot be explained by explicit beliefs that true and false consensus are equally valuable. Finally, Experiment 5 showed that this illusion of consensus is not merely the product of a simple source-counting heuristic: This phenomenon may be most robust in cases in which information is relatively unknowable. In sum, we found that individuals are often sensitive to consensus in a superficial rather than informative manner.

**Misinformation in context**

How far reaching is this illusion of consensus? One salient real-world example comes from science-denying climate-change blogs, which overwhelming rely on a single, unaccredited source (Harvey et al., 2018). Yet this phenomenon likely applies in a much broader range of situations: from interpreting rumors in the workplace, to identifying trustworthy news sources, to reasoning about empirical research, to inferring the popularity of opinions, and beyond (e.g., Weaver, Garcia, Schwarz, & Miller, 2007). More generally, we think these findings contribute to a broader science of misinformation (e.g., Hahn, Harris, & Corner, 2016; Kahan, 2017; Pennycook & Rand, 2018; Shtulman, 2017), helping us understand how misinformation becomes widespread.

However, some unanswered questions remain. For example, it is not entirely clear why participants fail to discount false consensus. Experiment 2 was designed to minimize assumptions made about the secondary sources (students), but participants could still reasonably assume that students acted as some kind of filter. For example, perhaps students all attended to (and wrote about) the same primary source because that information was most persuasive. This is consistent with work suggesting that people make rich inferences not only about the content of sources but also about other source characteristics (e.g., whether they have a prior history of being correct or whether they are an authority on the subject; see Collins, Hahn, von Gerber, & Olsson, 2018). In the present work, although a clear majority of participants in Experiment 4 preferred true consensus, a sizable proportion believed that a false consensus was equally or more valuable. But what specific inference causes this preference for false consensus? Future work may address this question by probing participants’ explicit beliefs or by studying the phenomenon of false consensus in instances in which the secondary sources could not possibly have outside knowledge.

These effects might also vary in robustness across contexts. Our examples purposefully straddled the fence between objectivity and subjectivity. Arguments of taxation and economics are grounded in empirical data, yet there is room for interpretation. Other work has shown that people interpret consensus differently depending on the level of perceived subjectivity or objectivity of information (Yousif & Keil, 2018). Such
factors might also play a role as people interpret the quality of a consensus.

**Conclusion**

As we try to decide what information to trust, false consensus is a powerful cue. The results of the present experiments bear directly on everyday behavior: For example, our work helps explain how misinformation becomes widely propagated despite limited evidence (e.g., Harvey et al., 2018; Pennycook & Rand, 2018; Shultman, 2017). How can we combat this overreliance on consensus? Should news sources explicitly differentiate between claims that are being repeated and claims that have been verified, and would this even make a difference? Results of Experiment 5 suggest that intervention is not hopeless and that individuals can be made to discount false consensus when very explicitly cued to source information. Understanding this illusion of consensus—and how it can be combatted—is critical in an era of social media, rapid news cycles, and increasingly polarized ideological echo chambers.
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**Notes**

1. This specific analysis was not preregistered, nor was the specific exclusion criterion. However, we did preregister our intention to collect accuracy scores and to demonstrate that participants were paying attention. This is likewise true for all subsequent experiments.

2. Because our results remained unchanged either way, we conducted this analysis using only above-zero $d'$ scores in subsequent experiments.
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